
Year 4 Spelling-Unit 6-Tested Friday 15th January 

Spelling Pattern = Words with the ay sound spelt eigh, ei, ey 

   

Group 1 

Spelling Meaning  
neighbour A person living next door to or very near to the person. 

sleigh A sledge drawn by horses or reindeer, especially one used for 

passengers. 

weigh To find out how heavy something is. 

reign To rule as a monarch (king or queen). 

obey To carry out a command that has been given. 

eighty The equivalent of eight tens. 

freight Goods carried by road, rail, air or sea. 

eighteen The answer when adding ten and eight. 

weightless Having or appearing to have no weight. 

prey An animal that is hunted and killed by another for food. 

veins Tubes in the body mainly carrying blood towards the heart.  

veil A piece of fine material worn by women to protect or conceal the 

face. 
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Group 2 

Spelling Meaning  
neighbour A person living next door to or very near to the person. 

sleigh A sledge drawn by horses or reindeer, especially one used for 

passengers. 

weigh To find out how heavy something is. 

reign To rule as a monarch (king or queen). 

obey To carry out a command that has been given. 

eighty The equivalent of eight tens. 

freight Goods carried by road, rail, air or sea. 

eighteen The answer when adding ten and eight. 

prey An animal that is hunted and killed by another for food. 

veins Tubes in the body mainly carrying blood towards the heart.  

 

 

 

 



Year 4 Spelling-Unit 6-Tested Friday 15th January 

Spelling Pattern = Words with the ay sound spelt eigh, ei, ey 

   

Group 3 

Spelling Meaning  
prey An animal that is hunted and killed by another for food. 

veins Tubes in the body mainly carrying blood towards the heart.  

obey To carry out a command that has been given. 

eighty The equivalent of eight tens. 

sleigh A sledge drawn by horses or reindeer, especially one used for 

passengers. 

weigh To find out how heavy something is. 

grey A colour made when mixing black and white. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


